
Kommunale Partnerschaften mit der Ukraine 

DE: Ukrainische Kommunen, die an der Anbahnung der partnerschaftlichen Kontakte 
mit den deutschen Kommunen interessiert sind 

ENG: Ukrainian municipalities interested in initiating partnership contacts with 
German municipalities* 

Name  
Territoriale Gemeinde/ 
Municipality 

Rzhyshchiv city territorial community 

Bürgermeister/Mayor Kristina Chornenka, mayor of Rzhyshchiv 

Lage/Location  Obukhiv Rayon, Kyiv Oblast, Ukriane 

Einwohnerzahl/Population 14 500 people 

Kurze Übersicht der 
Gemeinde/  
Short overview of 
municipality 
(1-5 sentences) 

The Rzhyshchiv city territorial community is situated in in Obukhiv Rayon, 
Kyiv Oblast, Ukriane. The administrative center is the city of Rzhyshchiv.  
The area of the community is 44,133.37 hectares, the population is 14,425 
people.  
Until 2018, only the city of Rzhyshchiv, which had the status of a city of 
regional importance in the Kyiv Oblast, was subordinate to the Rzhyshchiv 
city council.  
In 2017–2018, the Rzhyshchiv territorial community was formed by merging 
the Rzhyshchiv city council, the Balyko-Schuchynsk, Grebenivsk, Pivetsk, 
Yablunivsk village councils of the Kagarlytskyi Rayon and the Piivsk village 
council of the Myronivsk Rayon.  
On June 12, 2020, the Rzhyshchiv city territorial community was formed on 
its basis, consisting of: Rzhyshchiv city city, Balyko-Schuchynsk, 
Velikoprytskivsk, Grebenivsk, Kuzmynetsk, Pivetsk, Staykivsk, Streetivsk, 
Yablunivsk village councils of Kagarlytskyi Rayon and Hrushivsk, 
Malobukrynsk, Piivsk village councils of the Myroniv Rayon.  
On July 17, 2020, the community was included in the newly formed Obukhiv 
Rayon of the Kyiv Oblast.  
The community includes 1 city (Rzhyshchiv) and 23 villages: Baliko-
Shchuchinka, Vedmedivka, Velykyi Bukryn, Velyki Pritsky, Vyselka, Grebeni, 
Hrushiv, Dibrivka, Dudari, Kuzmyntsi, Lypovyi Rig, Malyi Bukryn, Onatsky, 
Panikarcha, Pivtsi, Pii, Romashky, Stayky, Stritivka, Ulianyky, Khodorov, 
Yushky, Yablunivka.  
Mayor: Kristina Ivanovna Chornenka (elected for the first time in 2020).  
On July 26, 2019, the “Strategy for the development of the Rzhyshchiv city 
territorial community until 2023” was approved.at the session of the 
Rzhyshchiv city council.  
During 2018-2019, the community took part in the program “Integrated 
Spatial Planning for United Territorial Communities” organized by 
CANactions School. As a result, the Spatial Analysis of the Rzhyshchiv the 
territorial community was developed.  



Rzhyshchiv city territorial community is located in the forest-steppe 
physical-geographical zone of the southern part of Kyiv Oblast on the right 
bank of the Dnipro river. The eastern part of the territory of the community 
is washed by the waters of the country’s largest river, the Dnipro. Beyond 
the river there are the lands of the Boryspil Rayon of the Kyiv Oblast. The 
territory of the Rzhyshchiv community borders directly with the Kagarlytsk, 
Myronivsk and Ukrainsk communities.  
The community combines unique natural landscapes and outstanding 
cultural heritage sites. The landscape around the community is 
characterized by numerous ravines and hills. Settlements are located in the 
valleys of deep ravines, which leads to a complex configuration of 
settlements, their distribution into separate massifs and a complex 
topography of the villages. The soils of the community are characterized by 
chernozems, typical low-humus, meadow-chernozem, light loamy soils. The 
main natural wealth of the community is fertile chernozem, which occupies 
almost 80% of arable land.  
Clay is extracted from minerals for the production of building materials.  
Forests are dominated by pine, oak, acacia, maple, willow, and shrubs. 
There are small animals: foxes, hares, moles, wild boars, deer, marmots, as 
well as various types of birds. Catfish, pike, zander, perch, bream, and 
crucian carp are found in the rivers.  
The structure of the local economy is dominated by small and medium-sized 
businesses. Thus, 410 individual entrepreneurs and 296 legal entities carry 
out economic activities on the territory of the community (they pay taxes). 
The main areas of activity are trade in food and non-food stores.  
Industry and agriculture are developed on the territory of the community. 
The largest industrial enterprises operating on the territory of the 
Rzhyshchiv city territorial community: “Household Technologies” LLC, 
“Novopak SV” LLC, “Technobeton” LLC, “Rzhyshchiv Food Factory” LLC, 
“DIL” LLC, “Kuzmynetsk Building Ceramics” LLC.  
LLC “NOVOPAK SV”, LLC “Household Technologies” and LLC “DIL” also 
export their products to Poland, Moldova, Armenia and Azerbaijan.  
The structure of the agricultural industry is dominated by crop production, 
but there are also a small number of farms, namely raising cows, pigs, and 
poultry.  
Rzhyshchiv city territorial community has a wonderful natural and 
architectural heritage that attracts tourists.  
Excursions to the healing springs of the Rzhyshchiv city territorial 
community are held on the territory of the Rzhyshchiv city territorial 
community; to the Gusynska Church (the Transfiguration Church on the 
water) and other historical and architectural monuments. There are also 
cycling routes and glamping, where tourists not only rest, eat and live, but 
also go horseback riding. 

Website rzhyshivska-gromada.gov.ua 



Expertise/Expert 
knowledge in some fields  
(example Energy, Water, 
Education, Technology 
etc.) 

1. Education 
2. Tourism 

Wünschende 
Kooperationsbereiche mit 
DE Partner/ 
Desired areas of future 
cooperation with German 
municipality 

1. Tourism - Rzhyshchiv city territorial community has a wonderful natural 
and architectural heritage that attracts tourists. Excursions to the healing 
springs of the Rzhyshchiv city territorial community are held on the territory 
of the Rzhyshchiv city territorial community; to the Gusynska Church (the 
Transfiguration Church on the water) and other historical and architectural 
monuments. There are also cycling routes and glamping, where tourists not 
only rest, eat and live, but also go horseback riding. 
2. Education 

Ansprechperson/  
Contact person 
E-Mail: 
Telefon: 

Kristina Chornenka, mayor of Rzhyshchiv 

Kristina.chornenkaya@ukr.net 
+38 (067) 992 53 42 

Sprache/ Language for 
communication 

Ukrainian  

1 Foto Territoriale 
Gemeinde /  1 Foto of 
municipality view 

*Wichtig: entweder auf Deutsch oder/or in English 


